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When a senator is disgraced by scandal, his hotshot attorney son, Dylan, rushes to pick up the pieces for the sake of the
splintering Kelley family. Dylan's only ally is the feisty Cindy Jensen, whose loyalty to her boss is as compelling as her
drop-dead-gorgeous looks. The senator's not the only one whose world is in disarray: Cindy's grappling with an
unexpected pregnancy and bears scars from the past. The last thing she's looking for is romance, even with a man who's
as sweet as he is steely. But little do she and Dylan know, Senator Kelley has even more secrets…secrets that might cost
the newfound lovers their lives.
He first saw Dr. Nika Pulaski hyperventilating in a trapped elevator. Ever the rescuer, Detective Cole Baker felt an instant
protectiveness…and sizzling want. Her cheerfulness, not to mention her killer looks, had him reconsidering his loner
status. But he couldn't trust her, the prime suspect in a rash of hospital deaths. Who was Nika Pulaski? She outlasted her
colleagues at the hospital and spent every minute caring for others. But patients were dying. With every tear she shed,
Cole couldn't mask his own emotions, this pull toward a potentially dangerous woman. He raced to find the killer stalking
Nika's patients, even if it was the woman he loved. Was she an optimistic healer or a sociopath?
A Forever Christmas A Change Of Hart After years of tearing up the rodeo circuit-and shirking his family duties-Colton
Hart shouldn't be surprised that his return to Thunder Ranch has been a bit thorny. His plan to put the Harts' prize
stallion, Midnight, back into dangerous rodeo competition doesn't help. Colt's stirring up trouble off the ranch as well,
especially in Leah Stockton's heart. Recently divorced, Leah is determined to make a new life for her two kids. The last
thing she needs is a man who acts like a child himself. And Leah doesn't even know about the biggest mistake of Colt's
life. When his shameful secret is revealed, she'll never look at him the same again. But Colt also realizes it's past time he
acts like the man Leah deserves...whether she wants him or not.
Sparks fly at a school career day between toy designer Erin O'Brien and widower attorney Steve Kendall, but Steve
considers his son's feeling and wonders if they meant to be a family.
On the heels of losing her fiancé, Kendra Cavelli doesn't want another partner, especially not one as sinfully handsome
as Detective Matt Abilene. She has enough troubles with her family's latest secret, which calls her whole identity into
question. Is she a Cavelli or a Cavanaugh? But she can't ignore the man looking over her shoulder during a grizzly crime
scene or how he makes her feel. As she and Matt work to solve a baffling homicide, Kendra learns the self-confessed
loner is as commitment-wary as she. And these two wrongs make for a sizzling attraction that feels oh-so right.
Suspected of committing a crime of which she has no recollection, Georgie is speechless. She claims innocence, but no
one believes her, and she suddenly finds herself living under the surveillance of an attractive yet arrogant Secret Service
agent. His cold gaze follows her everywhere and doesn’t miss a single move, yet inexplicably Georgie also senses
passion in his eyes. She’s afraid of an unknown enemy and intimidated by her strong and handsome government
shadow.Can there be love between twopeople in such extreme circumstances?
Thunder Canyon Nugget Found: One genuine cowboy, in need of a cowgirl! Folks in Thunder Canyon all remember the
broad-shouldered, blond cowpoke with the green eyes and somber expression. We haven't seen Cody Overton smile
much in the years since he lost his wife. But there's been a strange discovery inside Catherine Clifton's new secondhand
boutique, Real Vintage Cowboy. Rumor has it that the eldest Clifton sister has found Cody Overton's heart! Is it true that
cutie Catherine has put the spring back in Cody's boot-scootin' step? Stay tuned, smart shoppers, and find out whether
Catherine and Cody can seal the deal--and what other surprises the sassy shopkeeper might have in store!
Texas rancher Ethan Colton must protect Lizzie Conner and their unborn child from a stalker.
"What have they done to you?" Cold Plains, Wyoming, should be a ghost town. Then why are its once-decaying streets gleaming? And why
are there only beautiful, smiling Stepford-like wives in those streets? Hawk Bledsoe wants to know…because the woman who broke his heart
seems to be one of them. Carly Finn is stunned to see Hawk return to town as an FBI agent tracking a serial killer. Hawk doesn't know why
she once ended their romance so cruelly—or how much Carly sacrificed for him. But now the two must risk their lives to expose the town's
monstrous secret. And danger only revives the desire both try their hardest to resist….
COLTON'S SECRET SERVICE The last thing single mother Georgie Colton needs is undercover agent Nick Sheffield - handsome,
suspicious and irresistible. As Nick tracks a potential threat to a politician, Georgie knows that falling for this man could be
treacherous...RANCHER'S REDEMPTION When Clay Colton found an abandoned car full of cash, he knew he faced big trouble. But he
didn't know how much trouble until he discovered that the CSI assigned to the case was the woman who haunted his dreams: his feisty exwife Tamara THE SHERIFF'S AMNESIAC BRIDE When a gorgeous damsel appears dodging bullets and running for shelter, Sheriff Jericho
Yates comes to her rescue. Discovering she has no memory, Jericho is determined to keep her safe. But can this handsome sheriff protect
his heart too?
Looking for heart-racing romance and breathless suspense? Want stories filled with life-and-death situations that cause sparks to fly between
adventurous, strong women and brave, powerful men? Harlequin® Romantic Suspense brings you all that and more with four new full-length
titles for one great price every month! PROTECTING THE COLTON BRIDE The Coltons of Oklahoma • by Elle James Megan Talbot needs
money—fast—and the only way to get her inheritance is to marry. Her wealthy rancher boss has his own agenda when he proposes a marriage
of convenience, but as Megan is targeted by an assassin, family secrets must be exposed. A WANTED MAN Cold Case Detectives • by
Jennifer Morey Haunted by his past, Kadin Tandy moves to Wyoming to open his own investigative fi rm. His new client, Penny Darden,
suspects someone close to her is a killer. As they hunt for answers and she falls for the rugged PI, they both learn the depths of healing,
love…and true danger. AGENT ZERO by Lilith Saintcrow He’s the most dangerous man terminally ill Holly Candless will ever meet—and he’ll
do anything to keep her safe. But it’s a race against time, since only a top secret government program stands between her and a slow, sure
death…. THE SECRET KING Conspiracy Against the Crown • by C.J. Miller After a tragic loss and an ensuing royal battle, the princess of
Acacia must choose between her heart and her duty. But the man who comes to protect her and whom she starts to love has a dark, twisted
secret that could destroy them both. Look for 4 heart-racing new stories every month from Harlequin® Romantic Suspense!
The past never dies…but it can kill Esteban Fernandez has only one reason to live—and that reason vanishes when his cover is blown. As an
undercover narcotics detective, Esteban wants to hunt the scum who killed his brother—and put his stepfather in prison for life. Reassigned
and rootless, the brooding detective couldn't care less about the sexy cop he's now paired with…until they start finding bodies. Kari
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Cavanaugh didn't ask for a new partner. Competent and self-contained, Kari makes the best of any situation—by herself. But when a series of
murders points toward a serial killer, her scruffy new sidekick may have insights into the case. If only the heat rising between them didn't
spark its own danger.
Family secrets and a deadly stalker haunt The Coltons of Oklahoma… Cowboy Brett Colton has reformed his bad-boy ways. And he has
ambitious plans to transform the Lucky C ranch. Then he discovers that his one passion-filled night with gorgeous accountant Hannah
Grayson resulted in pregnancy—an unexpected hiccup. Though excited by the prospect of fatherhood, Brett puts the brakes on romance. He
is determined to bring Hannah and his unborn child into the family. But he doesn't anticipate the strong feelings he has for Hannah…or that he
is putting her in danger. Because a vengeful phantom is targeting the Coltons. All that matters is keeping his new family safe…and perhaps
fighting for love in the end.
A FUR-EVER FAMILY Baker Lily Langtry isn't one to commit to anything more than her mouthwatering pastries. So when a puppy appears at
her door, she's stunned at her new responsibilities...and how quick she is to fall for the adorable creature. But Lily gets more than she
bargains for when she takes the cute canine to visit strikingly handsome town vet Christopher Whitman. Unaware of the Matchmaking
Mamas' scheme to bring them together, Lily and Christopher give in to an immediate attraction. The good doctor shows her the ropes--or
leash--in pet ownership...among other things, which causes Lily to question her fear of love. Can this shy beauty take a chance on the strong,
steadfast man of her dreams?
A cowboy's marriage of convenience may lead to a deadly honeymoon in the latest from New York Times bestselling author Elle James With
his ranch in financial trouble, cowboy Daniel Colton makes the perfect proposal to Megan Talbot—a marriage of convenience to save his
business and ensure she receives her inheritance. But spending night after night with the strawberry blonde beauty tests all boundaries of
Daniel's self-control. And when a killer targets his new bride, vying for her estate, it sets off all of his protective instincts. Daniel refuses to
trade his honeymoon for a funeral. Now it's a race against the clock to track down the culprit and protect the wife who's starting to be so much
more to him than just a business partner.
"I never make promises I can't keep." A little girl is missing, and Detective Kaitlyn Two Feathers has promised the child will be back in her
mother's arms by Christmas. Her own troubled childhood still shadowing her, Kaitlyn is determined not to fail. When the kidnapper's trail takes
her to Aurora, she must work with the local cops. Specifically, the frustratingly appealing Detective Thomas Cavelli. Cavelli's own life is in
chaos, the revelation of an unexpected family connection upending his world. But he puts it all aside to help Kaitlyn, the urgency of their
investigation matched by the electricity that crackles between them. Together, they might have a chance to defeat their respective
demons…and give in to the redeeming power of love.

Can an independent cowboy be lassoed by love when he least expects it? USA TODAY bestselling author Marie Ferrarella arrives
at Horseback Hollow with the latest installment of the popular Fortunes of Texas continuity! Liam "Fortune" Jones knows exactly
who and what he is: the son of Deke Jones, born and bred in Horseback Hollow. He is an old-fashioned cowboy, committed to
tradition and used to getting his own way. And he won't change for anyone—not even for the sassy aspiring chef who's been
tormenting his dreams…. Julia Tierney holds the distinction of being the only woman who ever turned Liam down. She's an
independent lady with dreams way bigger than their rustic hometown. Every time she runs into that bullheaded rancher, they
bicker. The man makes her nuts! But there's something about Liam that keeps roping her in and making her come back for more….
From beloved author Marie Ferrarella comes another Cavanaugh Justice book, and this time a baby's in jeopardy… The only things
Ashley St. James has ever allowed herself to love are her dogs. A child of the foster-care system, she never even knew her own
birthday. When a dog in distress leads her to a brutally butchered woman whose baby was stolen, Ashley has a purpose—so she
teams up with cop Shane Cavanaugh. Losing his fiancée only ripened Shane's thirst for justice. But the closer he gets to Ashley,
the more he wants to erase the tears she hasn't managed to dry. If they can find the missing baby and nab a psychotic killer first.
THREE MEN...AND THE PERFECT LADY? If there was one thing single dad Micah Muldare lacked, it was time! The busy
widower didn't have enough hours in the day for his too-full to-do list-his high-profile job demanded focus, and the rest of his not-sospare time was devoted to caring for his two little boys. He certainly had no room in his hectic schedule for romance...until Tracy
Ryan walked through his door. The once-burned attorney had long ago given up on finding true love and a family of her own.
She'd grown used to keeping her heart under guard. But resisting handsome Micah-and his adorable children-was proving difficult
indeed! Maybe it was time Tracy reconsidered her no-nonsense approach to life and took the ultimate risk to win the family she'd
always wanted!
Aurora's finest become walking targets in USA TODAY bestselling author Marie Ferrarella's Cavanaugh Justice miniseries A serial
cop killer has Aurora's police force up in arms. And when the former chief gets hit, it becomes personal for Detective Declan
Cavanaugh and his beautiful new partner, Charley Randolph. Charley first took notice of the sexy, devil-may-care detective at the
academy. Now she has no desire to get involved with a fellow officer. But as the bodies pile up and the threats grow more
ominous, Charley must trust Declan not to reveal her true reason for working the case. Racing against the clock draws them
closer—their forbidden attraction is as impossible to deny as the grave danger they're in.
A LOT TO BE THANKFUL FOR Ghostwriter Samantha Monroe has just arrived in Forever, Texas, to turn a remarkable woman's
two-hundred-year-old journals into a personal memoir. The Rodriguez clan welcomes her with open arms…and awakens Sam's
fierce yearning to be part of a family. But it's the eldest son—intensely private rancher Mike Rodriguez—who awakens her passion.
Hiring Sam to preserve his great-great-great-grandmother's story for future generations was Mike's inspiration. He just didn't
realize how much he'd want her to be part of his family's continuing saga. Delving into the past has made Sam hungry for a
future—with Mike. The next move is up to him—if he doesn't make it, the best woman he's ever met just might waltz back out of his
life forever!
A Real Cowboy. A Real Home? Rafe Rodriguez never reckoned on playing hero to a beautiful, big-city stranger. But when he
saves Valentine Jones from a charging bull, this Rodriguez brother's fate is all but sealed. The Hollywood photographer is on
location in Forever to scout out an authentic dude ranch. And nothing could feel more real—or right—than the fiery feelings Val's
awakening in Rafe. And he knows just how their real-life romance should end! Haunted by tragedy, Val knows life isn't like the
movies. Still, a girl could get used to having a sexy protector like Rafe around. The Texas rancher is wreaking havoc with her
credo of never settling in one place. Is Val headed for heartbreak again? Or has she finally found a place to belong with this
cowboy who's starting to make her believe in forever?
"Striking a Secret Service agent will land you in prison." But the petite redhead with the cowboy hat and tire iron seemed unfazed
by Nick Sheffield's words. The Secret Service agent had come to the tiny Texas town to unmask a potential threat to his
employer—a U.S. senator. Could his quarry be this captivating single mother who aroused in him a passion that was anything but
innocent? How dare this stranger show up and turn her life upside down! The last thing Georgeann Grady Colton needed was
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someone like Nick—handsome, suspicious, irresistible. As danger and desire collided, Georgie knew she was traveling a
treacherous road: falling for a man who was taking them both to the point of no return.…
The one who got away…and came back What was he doing back here, disrupting Brianna McKenzie's cozy world? Sebastian
Hunter, heartbreaker extraordinaire, had actually shown up to their high school reunion. All at once, she felt that unshakable
chemistry again, the life that might have been if he'd stayed in Bedford. Broken promises and regret. Why would she even
consider getting involved with him again? If it weren't for his mother's suspicious encouragement, Sebastian would never have
attended the school function. But then he saw Brianna, the woman he'd blocked from his thoughts for years as he threw himself
into his work. The past—those feelings he never quite forgot—came rushing back. This was his chance…to walk away again or face
the person who'd captivated him, body and soul.
After sharing a dance and a kiss, single Texas cowboy Ramon Rodriguez finally realizes that his best friend, Holly Johnson, has been in love
with him since they were young and finds he has some catching up to do to make up for lost time.
AURORA'S FINEST ARE ON THE CASE AGAIN IN USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR MARIE FERRARELLA'S CAVANAUGH
UNDERCOVER Confronting "Ben Cartwright" in a seedy motel room, Detective Tiana Drummond is more than suspicious. A member of the
CSI team, she's sure the handsome hunk is connected to the underground ring holding her sister captive. And like him or not, he's her only
lead to finding Janie before it's too late. But Tiana, always distrustful of men, more than likes him. "Cartwright" makes her feel like she's never
felt before—desired, protected…and totally chagrined when she discovers he's undercover cop Brennan Cavanaugh! Teaming up on a
dangerous search, they'll have to risk their lives. But keeping their covers isn't as easy as falling in love!
A little fortune is a good thing Marnie McCafferty has received her share of propositions over the years, but never one like this. Little Jace
Fortune is determined to make his new nanny a permanent part of the family. The problem is he hasn't bothered to okay his plan with his
father, the amazingly hunky, comfortably rich and completely love-shy Asher Fortune. Normally, Asher would be amused by his son's
matchmaking efforts. But this time, Jace has struck a nerve. It would be all too easy for Asher to fall for the unaffected, straight-talking
brunette who has become his son's nanny; all too easy for Marnie to mean too much. But the millionaire from Atlanta will consider no further
investments of the heart—no matter how sweet the payoff might be….
"Montana has always been in Sheriff Cole James's blood. Nothing--and no one--could make him walk away from his home. Not even Ronnie,
his best friend and the woman he'd let leave even though he loved her. But now, six years after she took off for big-city life, she's back in
Redemption temporarily to help her injured father and brother. ... When Veronica "Ronnie" McCloud discovers that the fearless lawman who
rescued her family is Cole, she knows it won't be long before her secret comes out: Cole is her little boy's father. Will the truth tear them apart
for good, or will it give them a chance to become a family?"--P. [4] of cover.
Harlequin Special Edition brings you three new titles for one great price, available now! These are heartwarming, romantic stories about life,
love and family. This Harlequin Special Edition bundle includes Texas Born by NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author Diana Palmer, Diamond
in the Ruff by Marie Ferrarella and The Rancher Who Took Her In by Teresa Southwick. Look for 6 compelling new stories every month from
Harlequin Special Edition!
"You're safe from those monsters now." It's supposed to be the final confrontation. Philly detective Tate Colton will go under cover to bust the
sex trafficking ring targeting young Amish women. He doesn't count on his sting operation falling apart—or being forced to escape with the
breathtaking key witness he's sworn to protect. Hiding in New York City with a handsome detective? Amish seamstress Hannah Troyer's
more than a little out of her element. The big city—and men like Tate—are part of a world that's nothing like what she's used to. As danger
inches closer, he's her only route to safety…and a forbidden attraction she dares to indulge in.
Double Crime at Dead River Ranch Former cop Trevor Garth left the line of duty, but his expert instincts are sharper than ever when crime
strikes the Colton ranch. As ranch security, he has to step in—yet this time getting justice is personal. Mistaken for a Colton heiress and stolen
from her crib, his daughter's in the hands of a killer out for ransom. Desperate for an ally, he must rely on the woman determined to help him.
Gabriella Colton doesn't think twice about joining Trevor's search for his daughter. Beneath his world-weary exterior is a passionate man in
need of someone to trust—with his baby and his heart. Now, when every second counts, their dangerous investigation draws them closer to
each other…and their darkest threat.
In one corner we have Jared Winterset, who's not in the market for a wife. He knows too well how few marriages succeed—and Jared hates
failure. So he'll keep it light. In the other corner there's Elizabeth Stephens, a self-sufficient violinist. She's lonely sometimes, but playing her
music is more rewarding—and safer—than playing the field. Then a certain someone calls in the Mamas, and—ding!— Jared and Elizabeth are
thrown together, planning a thirty-fifth wedding anniversary party. Soon the two are enjoying themselves way too much. It won't last, thinks
Elizabeth. It's fun, that's all, thinks Jared. But they're about to learn that in a real love match, both players can win…

Three-foot Matchmaker Ginny Scarborough has picked out her new mommy— Danni Everett, the local celebrity chef who
hired Ginny's widowed father, Stone, to renovate her house. And Danni couldn't deny the immediate zing she felt for the
handsome, green-eyed contractor…even if they were brought together by a precocious four-year-old. So why was Stone
holding back when everything between them felt so right? Stone's heart had been, well, stone-cold for far too long…that
is, until he met the beautiful and bubbly chef. Still, Danni was part of a world where Stone and his little girl didn't
belong—better to move on than risk the pain of losing love again. With two stubborn adults to contend with, could little
Cupid still make her dreams of a family come true?
Can He Rope Her In? Ten years ago Cash Taylor said goodbye to his close-knit hometown and hello to the fast track of
big-city success. Now a criminal lawyer with a guilty heart and a lot of soul-searching to do, he's back in Forever, Texas,
for his grandfather's wedding. Taking a walk down the aisle himself is the last thing on his mind. That is, until he sees
Alma Rodriguez, the woman he was crazy about but left behind. As a deputy, Alma knows how to keep her emotions in
check. It's not easy, especially when Cash looks into her eyes. He hurt her once, yet she can't resist having him in her life
again. Alma sees he's troubled, and she wants to help-if she can keep love out of the equation. But it just might be the
answer they both need! Lassoing the Deputy
"Crime scene investigator Destiny Richardson receives the shock of her life when she finds her sister dead in a bathtub.
Detective Logan Cavanaugh thinks it's an open-and-shut suicide case. But Destiny's convinced her sister was murdered.
And she's not about to have some arrogant cop tell her otherwise--even if he is the sexiest man she's ever met. Logan
knows it's pointless trying to convince Destiny that it's against the rules to work on a relative's case. The crime scene
investigator is as stubborn as she is gorgeous. Besides, Logan wouldn't mind getting to know her better. When it
becomes apparent that there's a serial killer on the loose, Logan is bent on protecting the woman he's falling in love
with."--P. [4] of cover.
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"Watch over my baby." As the mother of a newborn, Suzy Burris is accustomed to sleepless nights. But tonight, she's
waiting up for her husband, Peter, to tell him she wants a divorce. Instead, she learns he's been murdered. And the sexy
detective who's just delivered the shocking news is asking questions indicating she's a suspect. When Detective Nick
Jeffries left Houston for the sleepy town of Vengeance, Texas, he hoped to leave behind the city's grisly homicides. The
latest triple murder to hit his desk nixes that idea. Being attracted to the widow of one of the victims is the last thing he
needs. But when Suzy and her baby are threatened, he'll risk all to keep them from a killer's crosshairs….
When Kasey Stonestreet's husband walked out on her and their newborn son, her best friend, Eli Rodriguez, was her
rock. Eli took them in at his Forever, Texas, ranch without hesitation. As a suddenly single mom with nowhere else to go,
Kasey expected to feel out of place. Instead, for the first time in her life, she felt as though she was home. Eli has secretly
loved Kasey since they were kids; he was devastated when she married another man. Now, he's got a second chance at
happiness. The woman of his dreams, and the family he always wanted, are in his reach. But if he reveals his true
feelings, it could ruin their friendship, and he'd lose Kasey forever. How long can Eli and Kasey go on pretending to each
other—and to themselves—that they're still just friends? And what will happen when Kasey's husband returns?
Susan Kelley remembers the long-ago teenage crush she had on rancher Duke Colton. Some things don't change—like
Duke's sexy half smile and the way it leaves her breathless. What's different now is Susan's all grown up with very real
desires…. Accustomed to minding his own business, Duke can't walk away when he spots Susan crying outside a
hospital. Ever since that day, their paths keep crossing. They finally surrender to the scorching passion between them,
and suddenly she's all he can think about. And when Susan begins receiving threats, Duke must do everything in his
power to protect the woman he can't resist loving.
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